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ABSTRACT 

Infrastructure is the basic physical or organizational structure needed for the well-functioning of a 

community or society, which includes transportation, communication system, water, power lines, and 

public institutions such as schools, post offices, hospitals and basic amenities. Adequate infrastructure is 

essential for any country’s growth and prosperity. As developing countries are lack in capital they need 

the support of foreign capital to improve their infrastructure. Foreign direct Investment (FDI) plays its 

crucial role in developing infrastructure through technological infrastructure which improves host 

country’s technological base. Through Communication infrastructure by undertaking various road 

projects, railway projects (excluding operation). Through Health infrastructure FDI increases physical 

capacity in the health care sector, such as increasing the number of hospital beds, diagnostic facilities, 

and increasing the supply of specialty and super-specialty centers, foreign investment also help in raising 

the standards and quality of healthcare, in upgrading technology, and in provid ing training and 

development programs, career planning programs and the economy at large. Through education 

infrastructure Foreign entities collaborating with R& D wings of many universities to bring innovation and 

development in field of advanced avionics systems for the development of next generation aerospace 

technologies, providing various entrepreneurial skills, tie-ups with various Indian universities imparts 

latest market oriented, highly developed courses to Indian students.  

Infrastructure is the foundation on which economic growth of any country built on. It induces the growth 

of agriculture and industry by providing support in production activities. The support services include the 

provision of health services and education facilities, the supply of power, irrigation, transport, 

communication, etc. 

Developed transportation system connects remote locations to urban areas, due to which easy availability 

of medical facilities to village people, production of goods and services, distribution of finished goods 

reach to consumers in limited time, improved productivity of agriculture, industrialization, elimination of 

inequalities, employment creation which leads to reduction of poverty are improving. Ultimately with the 

development of infrastructure facilities the economy is growing. Here in the first part this paper examines 

the current infrastructure development scenario in terms of FDI inflows in that sector. Thus, the 

researcher has trying to know about  this paper’s title’s authenticity in order to know how to analyze, 

observe its  facts, figures and finally go for a suitable conclusion with followed by some suggestions and 

recommendations. In connection with the researcher has taken two variables such as independent 

variable which is related the FDI in India and secondly, the second variable is related to the dependent 

variable infrastructure development  in various sectors of economic growth of India in order to fulfill the 

research objectives by taking hypothesis, minimization of poverty and unemployment(Ho) and 

maximization of economic growth in India(He) by investing capital through FDI for the purpose of 
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optimum infrastructure development. Finally the researcher has testing the authenticity of FDI investment 

in India through hypothesis testing in order to justify it.  

Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment FDI, Infrastructure Development in India (IDI), Economic Growth in 

India (EGI), Poverty Reduction (PR), Reduction of unemployment (RU) . 

 

INTRODUCTION 

FDI is the driving force in infrastructure development. FDI upgrading technology from the current level, 

enhancing the scale of production of agriculture, manufacturing, services and improving linkages to an 

increasingly integrated globalized production system. The FDI is non-debt, on-volatile in nature and 

returns received are generally spent on the host countries. With huge expectations from Modi Govt. 

global investors are putting their money in Indian market. The Indian Govt. became so proactive in 

developing infrastructure. The Govt. smartly attracting foreign investors to fund India’s infrastructure by 

providing various policy reforms in the said sector. Infrastructure development accomplished through 

Technological Infrastructure, where the investor supports in improving technological base, providing 

project solutions along with financing solution for the undertaking projects. This technological 

advancement with highly experienced experts, know-how, specialized instruments plays very significant 

role in developing the host country’s economy by improving outputs, efficiency of industries in global 

scenario. Along with communication infrastructure where development of transport system, urbanization 

through the concept of “Smart City” coming up to India. Recently USA signed MOU with India to provide 

USA technology support in infrastructure development. Similarly Singapore has shown its interest to be 

partner with India in developing 100 smart cities, development of heritage cities, and urban 

development. Foreign players also involved in giving various skill development training, entrepreneurial 

skill developments. Establishing their universities and imparting education to Indian students. Making its 

human capital efficient, sharp with high quality education. Entrepreneurs start up their own business, 

which creates more business opportunities, finally contributes by the ways of emp loyments to the 

economy. In health infrastructure, some of the major impacts FDI are building of Hospital infrastructure, 

increases physical capacity in the health care sector, such as increasing the number of hospital beds, 

diagnostic facilities, and increasing the supply of specialty and super-specialty centers, foreign investment 

also help in raising the standards and quality of healthcare, in upgrading technology, and in provid ing 

training and development programs, career planning programs, fringe be nefits to employees with 

potential benefits to the health sector and the economy at large.  Infrastructure development through 

roads and railways connecting rural areas facilitates easy availability of fertilizers, pesticides for the 

growth of agricultural output, warehouses, cold storages for providing support to farmers in keeping 

their products safe for long time to get proper market price. Agriculture is the back bone of India. With 

the improvement in Agriculture output improve the per capita income. Improved infrastructure 

facilitates industrialization even in remote areas where plenty of natural resources are available. 

Infrastructure increases output of every concern through reducing the cost of intermediate goods. Better 

industrialization brings in high employment, improves income, which leads to the path of savings. Higher 

inflow of FDI contributes in various ways for a well -functioning of infrastructure which plays a crucial role 

in developing economy. 
 

1. Basic Overview of Infrastructure Development: 

Infrastructure is the basic physical or organizational structure needed for the well -functioning of a 

community or society, which includes transportation, communication system, water, power lines, and 

public institutions such as schools, post offices, hospitals and basic amenities. 
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Hard infrastructure includes the large physical networks necessary for the functioning of a nation, where 

soft infrastructure includes all the systems which are required to maintain the economic, health, cultural 

and social standards of a nation, such as governance system, financial system, the education system, the 

healthcare system, the legal system etc. 
 

2. Literature Review 

In literature review ,the researcher has trying to their level best to justify her research work by writing 

this article of her own self in originally which is entitled “An impact of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) on 

Infrastructure Development for the Economic Growth in India: An Economic survey on Indian 

Scenario”. In her work she has taken both empirical study as well as the field study to collect the data in 

order to complete the proposed article , as she has studied & focused about the previous researchers 

experimental findings like Mr. Sanu SJ, 2013 [1] discussed the infrastructure deficiency of India,  the FDI in 

infrastructure sector in India and the actions which the authorities can take while planning to bridge the 

infrastructure gap. 

Dr. B.Srinibasu & P. Srinivasa Rao, 2013 [2] established the relationship between infrastructure and 

economic growth using growth theories by empirical evidences. It concludes infrastructure and poverty 

reduction in Indian context. He analyzed neither human-wellbeing nor of economic growth is possible 

only through the provision of economic infrastructure as well as social infrastructure. Health and 

education along with support infrastructure such as shelter, sanitation, power, telephony, and road 

connectivity that can give economic growth a human face. By improving the quality of human resources 

and enhancing capability, these indicators act as stimulants to growth. 

Manpreetkaur, Surendra S.Yadav, Vinayshil Gautama [3] examines the importance of infrastructure 

variables in attracting FDI to India by providing data analysis covering a period from 1991 to 2010. As per 

him adequate infrastructure (physical and human) provides a supportive environment to foreign 

investors. The result of their analysis concludes that FDI is influenced by physical infrastructure variables 

like internet facilities, roads and rail efficiency influenced FDI over period of study. Human development 

variables, namely education level, and wage rates affect FDI inflows in India. Lastly, at the 

macroeconomic level, availability of adequate infrastructure helps bolster the domestic investment 

environment along with reaping the benefits of growth promoting effect of FDI inflows in India.  

Sabapriya Ray, 2012[4] analyzes the casual relationship between FDI and economic growth in India and 

tries to analyze empirically estimate the effect of FDI on economic growth in India, using the co-

integration approach for the period 1991-2011. The major findings are as follows: The empirical analysis 

on the basis of ordinary least square method, the author says there is a positive relationship between FDI 

and GDP and vice versa. In addition, whereas the ordinary least square regression analysis can establish 

the dependence of either GDP on FDI or vice versa; this does not necessarily imply direction of causation. 

For FDI to be a noteworthy provider to economic growth, India would do better by focusing on improving 

infrastructure, human resources, developing local entrepreneurship, creating a stable macroeconomic 

framework and conditions favorable for productive investments to augment the process of development. 
 

3. Methodology: 

The researcher has been conducted the said title’s research work purely and originally by where she has 

been proceeds to collect the data with both the method of data collection i.e. primary data collection and 

secondary data collection. In primary method of data collection she has taken number of surveys on 

different sectors where huge foreign capital(FDI)  being invested and she has able to collect the requisite 

and related data from the said agency, company, corporates, banks and central govt. offices etc. Besides 

that, the researcher has also wanted to collect data by empirical studies through the mode of secondary 

data collection such as the FDI investment in India on infrastructure development from different sources 
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of published and unpublished journals, magazines, periodicals of economics as well as websites of 

reserve bank and finance department of India, department of industrial policy and promotion board 

etc.,in order to complete this research work by said availed valid and reliable data.  
 

4. Objectives of the Study: 

The present study has been undertaken by the researcher in order to conduct an empirical study and its 

analysis of the status of FDI in India and made some policy recommendation to boost flow of FDI to India. 

Hence, some of objectives of this study can be enumerated as in follows .i.e. 

(i) To study the impact of FDI on infrastructure development. 

(ii) To study the relation between infrastructure and economic growth. 

(iii) To study the correlation between FDI, infrastructure and economy growth.  

(iv) To analyze the pattern & direction of FDI flow in India. 

(v) To identify reasons for regional imbalance terms of flow of FDI.  

(vi) To identify various factors, those are responsible for comparable lesser flow of FDI.  

(vii) To review FDI policy of India. 

(viii)To address various issue and concern relating to FDI. 

(ix) To make policy recommendation in order to improve FDI. 

(x) To develop infrastructural in all Segmentations or sectors of Country 
 

5. Problem Formulation: 

In this research work, for problem formulation, the researcher has taken some constraints in order to 

define them properly and scientifically and trying to solute these through the process of using research 

methodology. In this paper we’ve already taken two variables such as independent variable and 

dependent variables followed by number of related constraints which has need be formulated and 

defined. 
 

6. Nature &Source of Data Collection: 

The present study of the research work, the researcher has been studied the analytical nature and makes 

use of Secondary data in order to obtaining various relevance data from various sources such as 

Government of India, Reserve bank of India (RBI), and World Investment Report (WIR,2009) ,published by 

UNCTAD etc. 
 

7. Purpose of the Research Work: 

In this research work, the main purpose of the researcher how to complete the research article in a 

systematic way in order to fulfill the research objectives. Here the research objectives are maximization 

of economic growth in India and optimization of infrastructure development. In reverse the investment  

of FDI capita, it also helpful to reduce minimization of unemployment and poverty. In this research the 

constraints are problematically solved through the availed data as follows.  
 

8. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI): 

Generally FDI refers about the foreign capital or currency investment directly in any company, corporate, 

industry etc. of any country with prior consultation and permission of Ministry of commerce and industry, 

Government of India where the entire investment has controlled by the government and management of 

investing country through the process of merger and acquisition, new set up or investment in an existing 

set up and policies framed time to time by both sides. 

9. Definitions of FDI 

FDI is defined as the investments made by foreign countri es, foreign entity or individual in another 

country in the form of capital. The investor countries have a management control over the investment. 
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The investor can invest in existing business which may be through Merger and Acquisition, joint ventures, 

transfer of technology and expertise or investing in a new set-up. 

10. Problem Solution of FDI: 

During this research work, the researcher has faced some of difficulties to solve the related and expected 

problem in connection with this said title i.e. 

(i) To get adequate and reliable information from different sector, it is too difficult for me.  

(ii) It is too difficult to know the actual investment of FDI in related with different sector.  

(iii) It is also so difficult to study the intention of investee country why they invest plenty of capital in 

India. 

(iv) The investment of FDI in India is not a simple task, it has a great importance to invest foreign 

capital in India in order to develop infrastructure in various segmentations like. Construction, 

road, transportation, agriculture, education, health, Communication, Civil transportation etc.  

(v) The researcher has found, the investee country has face various problems like political, social, 

and regional while investing FDI in India. Which are the obstacles of FDI investment in India for 

example POSCO in Odisha for establishing steel Plant?  

(vi) Unstable government and drastic politics by the political leaders of India are the major problem 

for inviting FDI in to India. 

(vii) Lack of education and social awareness among the minds of localities May leads a negative effect 

for investing FDI in India. 

11. Data Analysis: 

After collection of the adequate and require data since last ten years through the secondary mode of 

data collection, the researcher has applied her empirical idea regarding the status  of FDI in India, 

regarding the trend analysis of FDI. In connection with, the research has been taken some parameter 

such as equity of FDI, FDI inflows country wise, sector wise,  Region wise , and foreign technology  

approval transfer from different countries to different sectors have been consideration .In connection 

with ,several attempts have been made to present composition of capital flows in recent years .i.e. Net 

FDI flows, FDI as percentage of GDP, FDI as a percentage of Gross fixed capital formation, FDI gross fixed 

investment and the current status of FDI in India. 

 

12. Why FDI is needed: 

To grow faster the developing country like India has to improve the production of agriculture as well as 

rapid industrialization. For that adequate infrastructure like irrigation, warehouse, cold storage, power, 

transportations pre-requisite. Because of high poverty, unemployment the domestic savings is 

insufficient to build up economic structure on its own. Thus, these countries require FDI to fulfill the 

infrastructural development. 

1. In the initial stage of industrialization the developing countries needs machinery, capital goods, spare 

parts, know-how, technology, skilled man-power etc. All these needs can raise imports as compared 

to exports. This leads to negative Balance of payments. This Balance of payment problem can be 

solved by huge foreign capital which is non-debt, non-volatile in nature. 

2. Lack of experts, entrepreneurs, and developed marketing strategy are the big threats to undertake 

any new business. These types of threats can be solved through entry of foreign players. As in India 

labour payment is very cheap as compared to foreign counties foreign players invested freely in 

making skilled man power and impart their high skills, strategies, which can make the young mass to 

the path to become entrepreneurs. 
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13. Types of FDI: 

1. Horizontal FDI arises when a firm duplicates its home country-based activities at the same value 

chain stage in a host country through FDI.  

2. Platform FDI Foreign directs investment from a source country into a destination country for the 

purpose of exporting to a third country. 

3. Vertical FDI takes place when a firm through FDI moves upstream or downstream in different 

value chains i.e., when firms perform value-adding activities stage by stage in a vertical fashion in 

a host country.  
 

14. Structural Equation Model of FDI: 

In structural equation model, the researcher has interested to put the availed data in a mode of tabular 

form, graphical form by putting structural equation model which was based on both the primary data and 

secondary data. Once the existing body of literature has thoroughly investigated, a conceptual 

framework comes to the picture in original in the minds of researchers, investigators, academicians and 

professors of economics and economical experts. Finally this structural equation model has suggested 

and recommended to the young researcher and intellectuals of future generation of the world in order to 

know about the FDI investment in India and abroad, purpose of i nvestment, need and importance of 

investment on infrastructure development and the procedure of investment as well as the economic 

conditions of peoples in India and the status of unemployment. Therefore, the researcher has invited the 

valuable feedback from various experts of the concerned field after carefully observed and evaluated to 

this article. 

15. Pattern and Trend of FDI inflow To India: 
 

(Cumulative FDI flows into India (2000-2014): 

(a) Total FDI inflows (from April, 2000 to November, 2014)   (Table : 1 ) 

 

1 
CUMULATIVE AMOUNT OF FDI INFLOWS  (Equity inflows + 

RE-invested earnings’ +‘Other capital’) 

 US$  

350,963  

Million  

2 
CUMULATIVE AMOUNT OF FDI EQUITY INFLOWS  

(excluding, amount remitted through RBI’s-+NRI Schemes)  

 Rs.  

1,157,944  

crore  

 

US$  

236,465  

Million  

 
 

N.B: The cumulative amount of inflow of FDI was US$ 350,963 million for the period from April, 2000 to 

November, 2014. While the FDI inflow to India during the financial year 2012-13 was US$ 36,860 million, 

for 2013-14 was US$ US$ 36,396 million, for 2014-15 (from April, 2014 to November, 2014) was US$ 

27,401 million. 
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FDI INFLOWS DURING FINANCIAL YEAR 2014-15 (from April, 2014 to November, 2014): (Table: 2) 

 

1 

TOTAL FDI INFLOWS INTO INDIA 

(Equity inflows + ‘Re-invested earnings’ 

+ ‘Other capital’) 

(As per RBI’s Monthly bulletin dated: 

09.01.2015). 

 
US$ 27,401 

million 

2 FDI EQUITY INFLOWS 
Rs. 114,047 

crore 

US$ 18,884 

million 

FDI INFLOWS DURING FINANCIAL YEAR 2013-14 (from April, 2013 to March, 2014):Table: 3 

1 

TOTAL FDI INFLOWS INTO INDIA  

(Equity inflows + ‘Re-invested earnings’ + ‘Other capital’)  

(As per RBI’s Monthly bulletin dated: 09.01.2015).  

 
US$ 36,396  

million  

2 

 

FDI EQUITY INFLOWS  

 

 Rs. 147,518  

crore  

US$ 24,299  

million  

FDI INFLOWS DURING FINANCIAL YEAR 2012-13 (from April, 2012 to March, 2013) :( Table: 4) 

1 TOTAL FDI INFLOWS INTO INDIA  

(Equity inflows + ‘Re-invested earnings’ 

+ ‘Other capital’)  

(As per RBI’s Monthly bulletin dated: 

09.01.2015).  
 

  

US$ 36,860  

million  
  

2 FDI EQUITY INFLOWS  
 

 Rs. 121,907  

crore  
 

US$ 22,423  

million  
  

                                                                 Table: 5 

 

Financial Year  

Amount of FDI Equity inflows  

(In Rs. Crore) (In US$ MN) 

2014-15 ( from April, 2014 to November, 2014)  114,047 18,884 

013-14 (from April, 2013 to November, 2013)  92,994 15,458 

%age growth over last year ( + ) 23 % ( + ) 22 % 

2013-14  

( from April, 2013 to March, 2014)  
 

147,518 
 

 

24,299 
 

 2012-13  

(from April, 2012 to March, 2013)  
 

 

121,907 
 

 

22,424 
 

%age growth  

over last year  

 

( + ) 21 % 

 

( + ) 8 % 

2012-13 (up to March, 2013)  
 

 121,907  
 

 22,424  
 

 2011-12 (up to March, 2012)  
 

 165,146  
 

 35,121  
 

%age growth  

over last year  
 

( - ) 28 %  
 

( - ) 38 %  
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SHARE OF TOP INVESTING COUNTRIES FDI EQUITY INFLOWS (Financial years):  

Table:6 

Ranks  Country  2012-13  

( April -  

March)  

2013-14  

(April – 

March)  

2014-15  

(April-

November, 

2014)  

Cumulative  

Inflows  

(April ’00 -  

November 

‘14)  

%age to 

total  

Inflows  

(in terms  

of US $)  

1.  MAURITIUS  51,654  

(9,497)  

29,360  

(4,859)  

31,336  

(5,205)  

401,821 

(83,730)  

35 %  

 

2.  

 

SINGAPORE  

 

12,594  

(2,308)  

 

35,625  

(5,985)  

 

22,698  

(3,747)  

 

148,504 

(29,193)  

 

12 %  

 

3.  

 

U.K.  

 

5,797  

(1,080)  

 

20,426  

(3,215)  

 

5,971  

(998)  

 

106,856 

(21,761)  

 

9 %  

 

4.  

 

JAPAN  

 

12,243  

(2,237)  

 

10,550  

(1,718)  

 

7,789  

(1,289)  

 

88,433  

(17,557)  

 

7 %  

 

5.  

 

NETHERLANDS  

 

10,054  

(1,856)  

 

13,920  

(2,270)  

 

14,690  

(2,429)  

 

70,988  

(13,665)  

 

6 %  

 

6.  

 

U.S.A.  

 

3,033  

(557)  

 

4,807  

(806)  

 

8,248  

(1,358)  

 

63,978  

(13,286)  

 

6 %  

 

7.  

 

CYPRUS  

 

2,658  

(490)  

 

3,401  

(557)  

 

2,837  

(470)  

 

38,567  

(7,916)  

 

3 %  

 

8.  

 

GERMANY  

 

4,684  

(860)  

 

6,093  

(1,038)  

 

3,725  

(615)  

 

35,331  

(7,134)  

 

3 %  

 

9  

 

FRANCE  

 

3,487  

(646)  

 

1,842  

(305)  

 

3,229  

(530)  

 

21,935  

(4,409)  

 

2 %  

 

10.  

 

SWITZERLAND  

 

987  

(180)  

 

2,084  

(341)  

 

1,116  

(184)  

 

14,264  

(2,892)  

1 %  

 

TOTAL FDI INFLOWS FROM ALL 

COUNTRIES *  

 

  121,907  

               

(22,423)  

 

147,518  

               

(24,299)  

 

114,047  

             

(18,884)  

 

1,158,477  

         

(236,586)  

-  
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SECTORS ATTRACTING HIGHEST FDI EQUITY INFLOWS: (Table: 7) 

 

Ranks Sector  

 

2012-13  

( April - 

March)  

2013-14 

(April- 

March)  

2014-15 

(April-

November, 

2014)  

Cumulative  

Inflows  

(April ’00 - 

November 

‘14)  

% age to 

total 

Inflows (In 

terms of 

US$)  

 

1 SERVICES SECTOR  

 

26,306  

(4,833)  

13,294  

(2,225)  

11,189  

(1,847)  

196,759 

(41,307)  

 

18 %  

 

2 CONSTRUCTION 

DEVELOPMENT:  

TOWNSHIPS, 

HOUSING, BUILT-UP 

INFRASTRUCTURE  

7,248  

(1,332)  

7,508  

(1,226)  

4,240  

(703)  

112,797  

(24,009)  

10 %  

 

3 TELECOMMUNICATI

ONS (radio paging, 

cellular mobile, basic 

telephone services)  

1,654  

(304)  

7,987  

(1,307)  

14,726  

(2,472)  

81,446  

(16,635)  

7 %  

 

4 COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE & 

HARDWARE  

2,656  

(486)  

6,896  

(1,126)  

5,241  

(862)  

64,911  

(13,679)  

6 %  

 

5 DRUGS & 

PHARMACEUTICALS  

6,011  

(1,123)  

7,191  

(1,279)  

6,903 

(1,154)  

62,974  

(12,751)  

5 %  

 

6 AUTOMOBILE 

INDUSTRY  

 

8,384  

(1,537)  

9,027  

(1,517)  

9,379  

(1,539)  

57,575  

(11,351)  

5 %  

 

7 CHEMICALS (OTHER 

THAN FERTILIZERS)  

1,596  

(292)  

4,738  

(878)  

2,830  

(470)  

48,063  

(10,137)  

4 %  

 

8 POWER  

 

2,923  

(536)  

6,519  

(1,066)  

3,317  

(550)  

45,972  

(9,450)  

4 %  

 

9 METALLURGICAL 

INDUSTRIES  

7,878  

(1,466)  

3,436  

(568)  

1,323  

(219)  

39,572  

(8,294)  

4 %  

 

10 HOTEL & TOURISM  

 

17,777  

(3,259)  

2,949  

(486)  

3,288  

(544)  

39,496  

(7,662)  

3 %  

 

Source: FDI Statistics, Department of Industrial Policy& Promotion, Ministry of Commerce& Industry, 

Government of India. 2014 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) as a driving force in economic growth and development in India through 

creation of jobs, expansion of existing manufacturing industries, short and long term project in the field 

of infrastructure, healthcare, education, research and development. The sector-wise inflow of FDI into 

various sectors in India shown above reveal that 18 percentages were on service sector, while 10 

percentages were in Construction Development sector. 7  
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16. Current Policy Frameworks of Govt. of India for Infrastructure Sector 

As per RBI following are the approved list under infrastructure sector: 

1. Transport 

 Roads and bridges  

 Ports  

 Inland Waterways  

 Airport  

 Railway Track, tunnels, viaducts, bridges 

 Urban Public Transport (except rolling stock in case of urban road transport)  

 

2. Energy 

 Electricity Generation  

 Electricity Transmission  

 Electricity Distribution  

 Oil pipelines  

 Oil/Gas/Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) storage facility 

 Gas pipelines 

percentages to Telecommunications, 6 percentages to Computer, Software & Hardware and 5 

percentages to Drugs & Pharmaceuticals sector, 5 percentages  to Automobile Industry, 4 percentages to 

Power, 4 percentages  to Metallurgical Industries and 3 percentages to Hotel & Tourism sector.  

Again the above data reveals a good percentage growth of FDI inflows in infrastructure sector like 3.5% 

growth from 2012-13 to 2013-14. 

 

  {Figure: 1} 
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1. Water and Sanitation 

 Solid Waste Management  

 Water supply pipelines  

 Water treatment plants  

 Sewage collection, treatment and disposal system  

 Irrigation (dams, channels, embankments etc.)  

 Storm Water Drainage System  

2. Communication 

 Telecommunication (Fixed network) 

 Telecommunication towers  

3. Social and Commercial Infrastructure 

 Education Institutions (capital stock)  

 Hospitals (capital stock) 

 Three-star or higher category classified hotels located outside cities with population of more than 

1 million  

 Common infrastructure for industrial parks, SEZ, tourism facilities and agriculture markets  

 Fertilizer (Capital investment)  

 Post-harvest storage infrastructure for agriculture and horticultural produce including cold 

storage  

 Terminal markets  

 Soil-testing laboratories  

 Cold Chain 

4. For civil aviation sector: 

FDI also enter in civil aviation sector where, “Airport” means a landing and taking off area for aircrafts, 

usually with runways and aircraft maintenance and passenger facilities and includes aerodrome as 

defined in clause (2) of section 2 of the Aircraft Act, 1934. 

1. For Greenfield projects 100% FDI allowed through automatic route.  

2. For existing projects 100% FDI allowed, where 74% through automatic route and beyond 74% 

through govt. route. 

16.7. Construction Development: Townships, Housing, Built-up Infrastructure: 

FDI allowed 100% through automatic route Townships, housing, built-up infrastructure and construction-

development projects (which would include, but not restricted to, housing, commercial premises, hotels, 

resorts, hospitals, educational institutes, recreational facilities, city and regional level infrastructure)  

Investments will be subject to the following conditions: 

1. Minimum area to be developed for housing plots is 10 hectares. For construction development 

projects a minimum built-up area to be 50,000 sq. mts. In case of a combination project any of the 

above conditions would be suffice. 

2. Minimum capitalization of US$ 10 million for wholly owned subsidiaries and US$ 5 million for joint 

ventures with Indian partners. The fund should come in within 6 months of commencement of 

business of the company. 

3. Although the Cabinet has not reduced the 3-year lock-in period, it has permitted foreign investors to 

exit on project completion or 3 years from the date of final investment subject to the development of 

trunk infrastructure 
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4. At least 50% of each such project must be developed within a period of five years from the date of  

obtaining all statutory clearances. 

5. The project shall conform to the norms and standards, including land use requirements and 

provisions of community amenities and common facilities.  

6. The investor/investee company shall be responsible for obtaining all approvals, including those of 

building layout plans, developing internal and peripheral areas and other infrastructure facilities, 

payment of development, external development etc. 

7. The state govt./municipal/local body concerned, which approved the building/de velopment plans, 

would monitor compliances of the above conditions by the developer.  

Note: FDI is not allowed in real estate business. Condition 1 to 4 would not apply to hotels and 

tourism, hospitals, special economic zones, education sectors, old age homes and investments by 

NRIs. 

16.8. Industrial parks: (FDI allowed 100% through automatic route) 

.“Industrial park” is a project which qualify infrastructure in the form of plots of developed land or built 

up space or a combination with common faci lities, is developed and made available to all the allotted 

units for the purpose of industrial activity. Infrastructure refers to facilities required for functioning of 

units located in the Industrial park and includes roads (including approach road), water supply, and 

sewerage, common effluent treatment facility, telecom network, generation and distribution of power, 

air conditioning. 

16.9. Telecom services (including telecom infrastructure) 

FDI allowed 100% through automatic route49% and beyond that through govt. route. 

All telecom services including telecom infrastructure providers category-I, like basic, cellular, united 

access services, unified license(access services), unified license , National/international long distance, 

commercial V-sat ,Public mobile radio trunked services(PMRTS), Global mobile personal communications 

services(GMPCS), all types of ISP,licenses, voice mail/audited/UMS,resale of IPLC,Mobile number 

portability services, infrastructure provider category-I(providing dark fiber,right of way,ductspace,tower) 

except other service providers. 

Note:FDIup to 100% with 49% on automatic route and beyond that on Govt. route subject to observance 

of licensing and security conditions by licensee as well as investors as notified by department of 

telecommunication from time to time except “other service providers” which are allowed 100% FDI on an 

automatic route. 

17. CURRENT FDI INVESTMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO 

ECONOMIC GROWTH: 

Infrastructure is pre-requisite in development and growth of any country. The infrastructure sector in 

India contributes more than 8% of the country’s GDP as per the research done by Infrastructure 

Development Finance Company. It is projected to touch 10% by 2017. In 2013 UK ties up with India in 

development of a new Bangalore-Mumbai Economic Corridor (BMEC) which creates employment in 

primary core sectors and subsequent support areas. Amritsar-Kolkata Industrial Corridor (AKIC) would be 

developed using the upcoming Railway’s Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor (EDFC) as the backbone. The 

development of AKIC will be taken up in a band of 150-200 kms on either side of the EDFC, in a phased 

manner. The Project is a major expansion of infrastructure and industry including industrial clusters and 

rail, road port, air connectivity in the states along the route of the corridor and will provide a boost to the 

manufacturing sector and help in raising its gross domestic product contribution from the current level of 

16 percent to 25 percent by 2025 
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To bring new horizon to construction sector the govt. now allowed 100 % FDI. Between April 2000 and 

August 2014, the construction sector received FDI worth USD 23.75 Billion or 10% of total FDI attracted 

by India during the period. The investment in construction and real estate sector has a multiplier effect 

on the economy through infrastructure creation and employment generation, creation of demand for 

products like cement and steel. Increased housing projects help to stem the proliferation of slums in and 

around the cities. As per the new regulations 100% FDI under automatic route is permitted in completed 

projects for operation and management of townships, malls/shopping complexes and business centers. 

Here “the developed plots” will mean plots where infrastructure includes roads, water supply, street 

lights, drainage and sewerage made available. 

Healthcare providers in India are expected to spend US$ 1.1 billion on IT products and services in 2014, 

an increase of 5 percent over 2013, according to Gartner. 

According to data released by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), hospital and 

diagnostic centers attracted foreign direct investment (FDI) worth US$ 2,494.98 million between April 

2000 and September 2014. 

 

Similarly, in building education infrastructure FDI has contributed its role in these ways: 

 Safran, a global aerospace and defense company has announced the research and development 

(R&D) collaborations with Foundation for Innovation and Technology Transfer (IIT, Delhi), and Society 

for Innovation and Development (IISc, Bangalore) to initiate research and development in the field of 

advanced avionics systems for the development of next generation aerospace technologies.  

 Vietnam is looking forward to Indian investment in several of its sectors where India has advantages 

such as infrastructure, power, IT, education and pharmaceutical research sectors.  

 Aspada Investment Co has invested around US$ 1.8 million in PI Policy Innovations Pvt. Ltd, which is a 

school test design and assessment company. The company provides assessments, test design and 

feedback solutions for primary and secondary education schools in India.  

 In line with its strategy to deepen partnerships with global academic institutes, Infosys has set up a 

US$ 2 million fund along with Princeton University, which will enable up to two scholars to pursue 

research at the University’s Institute of Advanced Study.  

 Infosys Ltd has entered into a strategic partnership with Stanford University's Institute for 

Computational and Mathematical Engineering (ICME) to research on industry issues with the use of 

data science and analytics. Under this arrangement, Infosys will work with ICME to develop 

curriculum in data science and analytics, focused on real -world problem areas, in addition to the 

research on solving industry issues 

 The University of Cambridge through the department of Cambridge English Language Assessment has 

signed memorandums of understandings (MoU) with some Indian institutes. The Cambridge English 

department works with 200 technical institutions in India in addition to companies which conduct 

assessments for employees. 

 The Government of Victoria has planned to sign an agreement with the Government of India to 

deliver retail training in India. This will enable the ARA Retail Institute to partner with India’s peak 

organization for retailers, the Retail Association of India, to deliver retail training in Maharashtra over 

the next three years. 

18.Future Economic Growth prospects through the development of Smart city: 

The Prime Minister Narendra Modi  has a vision of developing ‘one hundred Smart Cities’, as satellite 

towns of larger cities and by modernizing the existing mid-sized cities. Smart city means Urbanization, 

urbanization taking the country to the path of economic growth.  As Indi a is an agrarian economies, to 
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reduce poverty it tends towards industrialization which requires urbanization. Currently the urban 

population is around 31% of the total population in India, it contributes over 60% of India’s GDP. It is 

projected that urban India will contribute nearly 75% of the national GDP in the next 15 years. More 

Urbanization means more economic growth. 

As per government plan Smart Cities are developed in such a way that investors are willing to invest. 

Good quality infrastructure, availability of all required high technology to operate businesses that make it 

easy to practice one’s profession or to establish an enterprise and run it efficiently and to create the 

appropriate economic infrastructure for employment opportunities. The economic infrastructure 

comprises the following:  

(i) Incubation centres  

(ii)  Skill Development Centres  

(iii) Industrial Parks and Export Processing Zones  

(iv) IT / BT Parks  

(v) Trade centers  

(vi) Service Centers 

(vii) Financial Centres and Services  

(viii) Logistics hubs, warehousing and freight terminals 

The government starts working on an ambitious plan to build one smart city each at the country's 12 

major ports, at an estimated total investment of Rs 50,000 crore. These will be green smart cities. These 

projects will be started in four to six months and will be completed in five years. These cities maintain 

international standards and having infrastructure facilities like wide roads, green energy, advanced 

townships and greenery. Government will provide e-governance links, international standard facilities, 

special economic zones, ship breaking and ship building centers to these ports.  

19. Initiatives taken by Govt. of India to attract FDI in Infrastructure Sector: 

1. India’s cabinet has cleared a proposal which allows 100 per cent FDI in railway infrastructure, 

excluding operations. Though the initiative does not allow foreign firms to operate trains, it allows 

them to do other things such as create the network and supply trains for bullet trains etc.  

2. The government has notified easier FDI rules for construction sector, where 100 per cent overseas 

investment is permitted, which will allow overseas investors to exit a project even before its 

completion. It also said that 100 per cent FDI will be permitted under automatic route in completed 

projects for operation and management of townships, malls and business centers.  

3. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has allowed a number of foreign investors to invest, on repatriation 

basis, in non-convertible/ redeemable preference shares or debentures which are issued by Indian 

companies and are listed on established stock exchanges in the country.  

In an effort to bring in more investments into debt and equity markets, the RBI has established a 

framework for investments which allows foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) to take part in open offers, 

buyback of securities and disinvestment of shares by the Central or state governments.  

4. The Government of India has given its approval to sign a joint declaration with the United States of 

America to initiate a Programme called Global Initiative of Academic Networks (GIAN) in the field of 

higher education. 

5. India and Maldives signed three agreements. The pacts included a MoU on health cooperation  

20. GROWTH PROSPECTS OF INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR IN INDIA 

According to the Indian Finance Ministry, the overall investment in infrastructure sector in coming years 

may go up to US$1000 billion; more than 70% of it is expected from private and foreign players. For 

infrastructure sector, India is relying mainly on private sector investment through Public Private 
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Partnership(PPP). The PPP is planning to invest more than US$ 400 billion in infrastructure sector in the 

next 5 years. The Government of India is also planning to set up a dedicated panel to enhance the 

approval process of infrastructure projects. In coming years, an investment inflow of more than US$1 

trillion will be required in different projects such as airways, highways and power plants, ports, 

warehouse, cold storage. The infrastructure sector of India will require investment of more than US$ 1.8 

trillion in the coming decade and this will create several opportunities for foreign investors to invest in 

India.                      (Figure: 1) 

 
                   Source: (Prud’homme, 2004) 

21. IMPACT OF INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT ON ECONOMIC GROWTH:        

The link between infrastructure and economic development is not a onetime relation. It is a continuous 

and overlapping process; and progress in economy has to be accompanied, and followed by progress in 

infrastructure. Adequate infrastructure improves efficiency, output, reduces time factor in many ways. It 

has multifold effects on growth of economy: 

 During the period of its creation infrastructure irrigation, cold storage, warehouse, power, water, 

transport, etc. are used as catalyst in the production activities of agriculture and industries along with 

it creates huge employment in the above said sectors. 

 The expansion process of infrastructure carried out industrial development through industrial 

clusters and rail, road port, air connectivity and will provide a boost to the manufacturing sector and 

helps in raising its gross domestic product contribution. 

 Infrastructure connected resources to factories, labour to employment, brings finished goods to 

market. 

 Better health care service reduced vulnerability to poor; better health condition creates efficient 

human capital to economy. 

 By connecting each and every part of the country infrastructure improves efficiency of industries by 

reducing the intermediate cost. Reduction of cost contributes to savings of the economy. 

 Infrastructural development brings innovation in technology which will be beneficial for many 

associated sectors like manufacturing, service etc. as well as for poverty reduction through huge 

employment generation. 

 A close association between infrastructure and GDP growth in many studies, these studies has 

indicated that one percent (1%) growth in infrastructure is associated with one percent (1%) growth 

in per capita GDP. 

 Studies have indicated that with a 0 percent sustained increase in public investment in infrastructure 

the government can accelerate real growth by 1.8 percentage points in the medium to long term, i.e. 

six to ten years. 

22. Research Findings: 

In this research work the researcher has been conducted an extensive research in various fields (Sector) 

of FDI investment. i.e.  Government Sector, Corporate sector, Private sector, and  Joint sector of public-
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Private partner ( PPP) mode of FDI investment, which has only focuses about FDI why invested in India?. 

The researcher has comes to conclusion in her research findings that not only FDI being invested for the 

development of infrastructure in various sectors like Road construction and transportation, education, 

shopping Mall, corporate, Technology, Communication, health industry in huge amount of capital 

investment through FDI in India, but it also helps to develop the GDP per capita of each individual of 

India. By which the economic status of India has been maximize and minimize the poverty when 

developing infrastructure in a proportionate rate. 

23. Suggestion & Recommendation: 

In this section the researcher, has decided to recommend something to the young researcher, 

academician, professors, industrialists, and officers who are related in this field and expected  their 

valuable feedback for the further movement of this work ,here some of suggestions and 

recommendations as follows i.e. 

(i) High amount of capital investment through FDI in India has developing the status of Indian 

economic. 

(ii) Maximize FDI in India, and maximize benefit and profit for investors as well as investee country.  

(iii) It focuses human capital and technology. 

(iv) It helps to developing infrastructure in each and every sector.  

(v) It can be instrumental in order to developing Rural Economic of the country.  

(vi) It takes a high competition in market because India has a number of potential markets that’s why 

many countries are highly interested to money in India for their high benefit &profit.  

(vii) Investment has promoted rural market, for optimum development.  

(viii) It gives importance in order to improving technological competitiveness in India 

(ix) Service sector is the major Sources for FDI Mobilization in India.  

(x) Due to FDI entering in India the finance status of the country will be got a new status and shape 

in the economical horizon of the Country. 

24. Future course of Action: 

Greater flow of FDI promotes Infrastructure development and infrastructure promotes economic growth, 

and economic growth leads to the path of minimization of unemployment which directly reduces the 

poverty. 

1. Govt. should relaxes norms on FDI policies, removes constraints like land acquisition, a committee 

should be formulated for every projects to proactively work on minimization of time taken in the 

mediatory processes to accomplish the project to be finish in time. 

2. Financial incentives like tax benefits, giving some benefits in conversion charges taken by RBI in 

foreign currency to Indian rupees for investing country so that they’ll show more willingness to invest in 

India. 

3. It’ll be better to create infrastructure through its own investment rather to be dependent on foreign 

capital. Availability of adequate infrastructure can attract more FDI. 

4. Liberalized trade policies, cooperative political environment can attract more FDI.  

5. Unnecessary Government bureaucrat’s intervention should be strongly avoided. A close look should 

be there from the foreign promotion board. 

6. Local partner should work efficiently as well as should provide quality products which are outsourced 

from the host country. 

7. All the bottlenecks should be removed as quickly as possible to improve efficiency as well as creating 

a good image globally to attract more FDI. 
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Conclusion: 

In conclusion we may conclude that, due to lack of adequate capital developing countries like India need 

foreign capital to develop its infrastructure. India as a developing country gives higher importance to the 

infrastructure sector in its 12th five year plan in comparison to 11th five year plan. The 11th Plan spent Rs 

23, 85,980 crore on infrastructure. The new plan proposes to spend Rs 56, 31,692 crore. Private sector 

will contribute Rs 27, 13, 853 crore of the proposed amount .The overall fund requirement to boost 

infrastructure sector in coming years may go up to US$1000 billion. Due to unavailability of capital the 

Govt. is planning to avail more than 70% from private and foreign players. For infrastructure  sector, India 

is relying mainly on private sector investment through Public Private Partnership. The PPP is planning to 

invest more than US$ 400 billion in infrastructure sector in the next 5 years. There are some major steps 

are designed by the Government of India to expedite the approval process of infrastructure projects. As 

per Govt. of India an investment of more than US$1 trillion will be required in different projects such as 

highways and power plants, railway, urban development, irrigation etc... Which ultimately open the path 

towards economic growth and poverty reduction by providing support to subsequent sectors such as 

agriculture, manufacturing, rapid industrialization etc. as well as huge employment opportunities, 

improving standard of living, reducing inequalities? 
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